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Corporate Office, SEA Section,
lh Floor, Bharat Sanchar Bhawan
Harish Chander Mathur Lane, Janpath
New Delhi -110 001.
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No. 4-20/2017-SEA BSNL

Dated:-pX:o.2018.

To
GM lRecruitrnent),
BSNL Corporate Office,

I

Eastern Court, Janpatll

NewDelhi=

110001

Sub:-

Request for declaration of additional result fiom waiting list against vacancy. for DR
JAO 2Ol7 - Regarding

Kindly refer to this office letter of even no. dated 07 .09.2017 vide which it was requested to
implement waiting list concept in the JAO DR Examination held in the month of Novembe
r 2017.
In this connection, it is intimated that this office vide letter no. 4-7lZ0l8-SEA BSNL dated
28'06.2018 has asked the Circles to furnish the information regarding, i) the details of Toal
number
of qualified JAO-in the Circle, ii) Total number of candidates reported for document verificatio4 iii)
Total number of candidates sent for taining so far and iv) number of candidates not reported
so far.
The information has been received from 23 Recruiting Circles out of 28 Recruiting
Circles. The
details of are as follows:-

Number of canidates not reported for
documents verification
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As per the details received from the Circles, there are total 168 vacancies available
Circles as on date as candidates have not reported for document verification.
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Hence, in view of the above, Comperent Authority desires to take action for releasing the
waiting list and ensure that:-

the coucerned Circles before releasing the list, once again.

/

The waiting list should be released as per the availalle .ur.go.y wise vacancy.

The remaining circles vacancy detail

will

be intimated, as soon as

it

is received from Circles

concerned.

SEA section should be intimated about the release of waiting list.

Waiting list will consist of all those candidates who have qualified the examination but do
not find a place in the merit list of successfirl candidates in the fust list issued,
Further, the existing guidelines,

if any, may also

be followed for releasing the waiting list.

The copies ofletters received from the circle are enclosed herewith for ready reference.

This issues with the approval of the Competent Authority.
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(S.D..pfingan)
Deputy General Managbl (SEA)
Copy to: CGMTS, Circle referred to above, with a request to intimate ihe discrepancies in
the data, if any,.directly to Recruitment Branch, BSNL Corporate Office under intimation to
this.office, to avoid delay in r'eleasing the waiting list.

